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Abstract  
SMS calculates and improves tooth and flank profiles individually to realise a 
homogeneous pressure distribution over the complete load flank. With a tooth profile 
and flank profile according to AGMA, ISO or DIN standard the contact pressure 
varies along the load flank. To realize a homogeneous distribution of the contact 
pressure and to avoid a premature mesh, SMS improves the tooth profile and flank 
profile in three steps. First SMS is doing a preliminary calculation and design 
according ISO, DIN or AGMA standard, with safety factors based on more than 125 
years of experience. Second SMS calculates and checks the local contact pressure 
at the load flank under consideration of shaft, gearing and housing deformation, as 
well as the bearing behaviour. Finally SMS calculates and designs an improved tooth 
profile and flank profile to receive a homogeneous contact pressure at the load flank. 
The result is an increase of the torque transmitting capacity of up to 30% of the SMS 
advanced gears with the same outer dimensions than traditional gears. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Unlike other gear manufacturers, SMS calculates and improves tooth and flank 
profiles individually to realize a homogeneous pressure distribution over the complete 
load flank. With a tooth profile and flank profile according to AGMA, ISO or DIN 
standard the contact pressure varies along the load flank. This is because tooth 
bending and shaft torsion as well as displacements and deviations caused by the 
gear housing or the roller bearings creates a premature mesh and a inhomogeneous 
contact pressure under load condition. The area with the highest contact pressure is 
exactly the area where pitting’s or cut-outs occur first at the teeth. 
 
2 METHOD AND RESULTS 
 
To realize a homogeneous distribution of the contact pressure and to avoid a 
premature mesh, SMS improves the tooth profile and flank profile in three steps. 
 
Step 1: 
Preliminary calculation and design according ISO, DIN or AGMA standard, with 
safety factors based on more than 125 years of experience in metallurgical plant and 
rolling mill technology. 

 
Figure 1. Mill pinions 

 
Step 2: 
Calculation and checking of the local contact pressure at the load flank. Influences 
such as shaft, gearing and housing deformation, as well as the bearing behavior 
(internal bearing geometry) are considered. Normally, the result is an 
inhomogeneous pressure distribution on the tooth profile and flank profile. 

 
Figure 2. Local contact pressure at mill pinions with standard tooth profile and flank profile 
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Step 3: 
Calculation and design of an improved tooth profile and flank profile correction to 
compensate the deformations, like tooth bending and shaft torsion as well as 
displacements and deviations caused by the gear housing or the roller bearings, 
especially for the maximum drive train overload. The goal is a homogeneous contact 
pressure at the load flank to receive a high durability of the gear set. 

 
Figure 3. Local contact pressure at mill pinions with SMS advanced tooth profile and flank profile 

 
 
3 CONCLUSION 
 
What sets SMS advanced gear design apart from traditional gear design is that it 
increases the torque capacity of new gearboxes as well as existing gearboxes. 
Several customers have already replaced their existing gears with new gear sets 
based on the advanced gear design. That ensures that the new systems are capable 
of transmitting up to 30% higher torques with the same outer dimensions. 
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